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Short description of presentation:
Slavoj Žižek, a well-known Slovenian philosopher and sociologist mentioned recently in his speech “It is clear that we are approaching
the ecological and digital apocalypse … but we should not loose nerves.” He is right that many ecological challenges exist and he is also
right that we should not lose the nerves but rather actively engage in finding the solutions. Putting responsible resource management
in the centre of the transition to a sustainable production and consumption model and connecting it to the challenge of the unlimited
digitalization potential is an important part of the solution path. Human friendly digitalization is not only the challenge in itself, it is
also an important enabling condition for the needed solution in the transition to sustainable economic model. It is a major topic
gaining a lot of attention globally and also at the European level. Understanding the potential and the recent developments is
essential. The urgency is clear and so is the opportunity.
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